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Rose Vanilla by NEESH PERFUMES
Rose Vanilla fragrance is a classic Oriental perfume, rich in wood, rose and fruity notes, yet has a 
distinctive amount of Bergamot to balance it out. It blends the sweet tangs of Rose and Vanilla with 
just enough essence of Wood and Musk to give it an enduring presence and unmistakable character. 
The Bergamot adds an instant dose of shimmer, while the rich woods and amber essence adds a 
radiant backdrop. The Rose, symbolising femininity, beauty, and love, is showcased in all its glory.
 Price: `4,850 
 Availability: www.neesh.in, Amazon and Flipkart 

Rose Rouge Eau De Toilette by L’OCCITANE
The ruby bottle embodies the purity of romance, combining the scent of blooming red Roses 
with Pink Peony, Berries and musky undertones. The muses that inspired this fragrance, the four 
daughters of the Count of Forcalquier, all cherished roses are the  owers that were said to have 
made them queens. This new fragrance will help you leave a passionate mark on the world.
 Price: `3,590 for 75ml 
Availability: L’Occitane stores 

Mild Cotton Blossom by INNISFREE
A clean and powdery fragrance reminiscent of comfortable, soft linen, Mild Cotton Blossom blends 
scents of Cotton blossom and White Musk. A cozy feeling of comfort that comes after extensive 
travelling, leaving the wearer relaxed on clean, soft linen. Nostalgic in its essence, this perfume is a 
must-have for those with a thirst for travel and adventure. 
 Price: `1,850 for 30ml 
 Availability: Innisfree stores 

Floral collection by HAYARI PARFUMS PARIS
The ultra luxury brand distributor, Excedo Luxuria has introduced its Floral Collection from the 

French Luxury brand Hayari Parfums. Celebrating the sensuality and femininity of women, the 
new collection comprises of three exquisite fragrances, namely, Only For Her, Broderie and 

Goldy. Only For Her opens with fruity notes and has base notes of Patchouli, Sandalwood 
and creamy Vanilla; Goldy is a combination of White Jasmine with Orange Blossom, Musk 

and Cedar, and Broderie combines the fragrances of Lily and Gardenia. 
 Price: On request 

 Availability: www. excedoluxuria.com 

Maasai Mara by PARFUMS BERDOUES
Founded back in 1902 by Guillame Berdoues, the house of Parfums Berdoues has been developing 
perfumed creations for more than a hundred years. Produced by a spicy blend with subtle honeyed 
notes, Maasai Mara is a warm, spicy perfume which encapsulates a journey to the heart of Africa’s 
untamed Massai Mara lands. Maasaï Mara generously asserts its personality and beckons to discover 
unspoilt nature.
 Price: `7,000 for 100ml 
 Availability: Scentido India 
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